High-level psychophysical tuning curves: simultaneous masking by pure tones and 100-Hz-wide noise bands.
Simultaneous-masked psychophysical tuning curves were obtained from normal-hearing listeners using low-level (20-25 dB SPL) probe tones in quiet and high-level (60 dB SPL) probe tones, both in quiet and in the presence of a broad-band background noise. The background noise was introduced to eliminate combination tones or combination bands and other off-frequency listening cues that exist at high levels. Tuning curves were obtained using pure-tone maskers and 100-Hz-wide narrow-band noise maskers for probe tones at 1000 and 4000 Hz. High-level tuning curves for pure-tone maskers demonstrated large discontinuities or "notches" on the low-frequency sides of the tuning curves. Broad-band background noise eliminated those notches, indicating that the notches were due to the detection of off-frequency listening cues at combination-tone frequencies. High-level tuning curves for 100-Hz-wide narrow-band maskers also demonstrated notches on the low-frequency sides. Those notches were eliminated with broad-band background noise, which indicates that combination bands strongly influenced the shapes of high-level tuning curves obtained with narrow-band maskers. The influence of combination bands was dependent upon test frequency. At 1000 Hz, combination bands had very little influence on the shapes of high-level tuning curves. At 4000 Hz, where the masker bandwidth was substantially less than the critical bandwidth, combination bands strongly affected the low-frequency sides of the tuning curves. In 2 subjects tested at a probe frequency of 2000 Hz with 100-Hz-wide masking bands, combination bands also influenced the low-frequency sides of high-level tuning curves. The presence of combination-tone or combination-band cues essentially steepened the low-frequency slopes of tuning curves, resulting in sharper estimates of tuning. Comparisons of tuning curves obtained with pure-tone maskers and narrow-band maskers, in the same listeners, revealed that pure-tone maskers were more effective than narrow-band maskers when the masker frequencies were in the tail region of the tuning curve. The results of these experiments support the notion that tuning in the normal auditory system broadens notably with stimulus level, once off-frequency listening cues such as combination tones or combination bands are eliminated. The low-level simultaneously masked tuning curve demonstrates a sharp bandpass tuning characteristic, whereas the high-level simultaneously masked tuning curve in background noise demonstrates a broad low-pass tuning characteristic.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)